Rayleigh-Taylor interfacial mixing has critical importance in a broad range of processes in nature and technology. In most instances Rayleigh-Taylor dynamics is induced by variable acceleration, whereas the bulk of existing studies is focused on the cases of constant and impulsive accelerations referred respectively as classical Rayleigh-Taylor and classical Richtmyer-Meshkov dynamics. In this work we consider Rayleigh-Taylor mixing induced by variable acceleration with power-law dependence on the spatial coordinate in the acceleration direction. We apply group theory and momentum model to find deterministic asymptotic solutions for self-similar RT mixing. We further augment momentum model with a stochastic process to study numerically the effect of fluctuations on statistical properties of self-similar mixing in a broad parameter regime.
revealed that symmetries, invariants, and scaling and spectral properties of RT mixing differ substantially from those of canonical turbulence [34, 35] . Theory found that RT mixing with constant acceleration may keep order, since it has stronger correlations, weaker fluctuations and stronger sensitivity to deterministic conditions when compared to isotropic homogeneous turbulence. The theory explained a broad range of experiments in fluids and plasmas, which observed that even at high Reynolds numbers RT mixing may be dominated by coherent structures [20] [21] [22] [26] [27] [28] [29] , and simulations, which noted departures of RT dynamics from traditional turbulent scenario [13, 23, 24, [30] [31] [32] [33] . Only limited information is currently available on RT dynamics with variable acceleration suggesting a need in a systematic analysis [18] . Recently, a theoretical study has been conducted of RTI and RT mixing with time-varying acceleration [16] [17] [18] . The focus of the present work is on space-varying acceleration with a power-law dependence on spatial coordinate in the acceleration direction. On the side of fundamentals, power-law functions are important to study because they lead to new invariant and scaling properties of the dynamics [35] . In applications, power-law functions can be used to adjust the acceleration's timedependence in realistic environments and ensure practicality of our results [5] [6] [7] [8] .
The other important aspect is the effect of fluctuations on properties of RT mixing [14, 15, 17, 37] . Appearance of fluctuation in RT flows is usually associated with shear-driven interfacial vortical structures and with broad band initial perturbations [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] 36] . While it is commonly believed that the former may produce small scale irregularities, the latter may enhance the interactions of large scales, and that both may transfer RT flow to a turbulent-like state, the properties of fluctuations in RT mixing flow is still a puzzle [3, 12, 17, 18, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] 36, 37] . We need to better understand: What is the source of fluctuations in RT flows? Is RT mixing chaotic and sensitive to deterministic (initial) conditions? Is it stochastic and independent of deterministic (initial) conditions? Since in experiments and simulations statistical properties of RT dynamics are a challenge to quantify, there is a strong need in theory [3, 4, [19] [20] [21] .
In this work we study deterministic and stochastic properties of RT mixing with a powerlaw space-varying acceleration within the frames of group theory and momentum model [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] .
This approach has worked remarkably well for RTI and RT mixing with constant and timevarying acceleration [3, [11] [12] [13] [14] 19, 20] . The momentum model balances, per unit mass, the rates of gain and loss of momentum [3, 11, 12] . It is represented by the nonlinear inhomogeneous differential equations with the same symmetries and scaling transformations, as the equations for the conservation laws of mass, momentum and energy [18] . To account for the effect of fluctuations we augment the momentum model with multiplicative noise and analyze the corresponding set of nonlinear stochastic differential equations [14, 15, 17] . For a broad range of the model parameters, analytical solutions are identified for self-similar mixing dynamics. By applying stochastic model [14, 15, 17] , solutions' statistical properties are investigated. We find that depending on the acceleration and each sub-regime has its own invariance quantity [18] .
Section 2 -Modeling of deterministic and stochastic properties of Rayleigh-Taylor mixing with space-varying acceleration Sub-section 2.1 -Governing equations and theoretical modeling approaches
For ideal fluids, dynamics of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability and RT mixing are governed by the conservation of mass, momentum and energy:
with spatial coordinates and time    
, with fields of density, velocity, pressure and energy  
and e being specific internal energy [3, 18, 19] .
Upon introducing a local scalar function   
where   ... denotes the jump of functions across the interface,   τ n is the unit normal (tangential) vector of the interface,
is the specific enthalpy [3, 18, 19] . Initial conditions include initial perturbations of the flow fields in the bulk and at the interface. The flow is periodic in the plane   y , x , and is subject to acceleration (gravity) g directed from the heavy to the light fluid along the z -axis. Initial conditions are initial perturbations of the flow fields and the interface, including the spatial period (wavelength)  of the initial perturbation and the initial growth-rate is 0 v [3, 18, 19] . is intellectually rich: One has to solve a system of nonlinear partial differential equations in fourdimensional space-time, solve the boundary value problems for a sub-set of nonlinear partial differential equations at a nonlinear freely evolving interface and at the outside boundaries with account for secondary instabilities and singularities, and also solve the ill-posed initial value problem [3, 13, 18, 19] . Nevertheless, with this complexity, dynamics RTI and RT mixing have remarkable features of universality and order and can thus be considered from the first principles by means of group theory [3, 19] . For linear and nonlinear RTI, this approach applies theory of discrete groups to solve the boundary value and initial value problems Eq.(1) [3, 19, 35] . For RT mixing, group theory is implemented in momentum model, whose equations have the same symmetries and scaling transformations as the conservation laws [3, 11, 12, 20] .
Momentum model [3, [11] [12] [13] 18, 20] considers balance, per unit mass, of the rates of gain and loss of specific momentum. For constant acceleration, momentum model finds the invariance of the rate of momentum loss, and identifies scaling and spectral properties of RT [3, 12, 20] .
Principal results of momentum model -ordered character of RT mixing at high Reynolds numbers, and existence of a quasi-turbulent state with a short dynamic range for low-to-moderate Reynolds numbers -explained a broad set of existing experiments and simulations [3, 12, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] .
Momentum model has been applied to RT mixing with time-varying acceleration [16] [17] [18] .
In this work, we apply the momentum model to the case of space-varying acceleration, and find deterministic and stochastic properties of RT mixing with space-varying acceleration, which, to our knowledge, have not been discussed in details before [18] .
Sub-section 2.2 -Momentum model
Dynamics of a parcel of fluid undergoing RT mixing is governed by a balance per unit mass of the rates of momentum gain, , and the rate of momentum loss, , as
Here h is the vertical length scale along the acceleration g , v is the corresponding velocity,  and  are the magnitudes of the rates of gain and loss of specific momentum in the vertical direction, and dot marks a (partial) time derivative [3, 11, 12, [16] [17] [18] 20] 
where L is the characteristic length scale for energy dissipation, and drag
is a model parameter [3, 11, 12, [16] [17] [18] 20] . This leads to
Momentum model equations can also be presented for Table 1 -Table 3 .
Sub-section 2.2 -Stochastic model
To study the effect of fluctuations on RT mixing with space-varying acceleration, we augment the momentum model with the multiplicative noise, find numerical solutions for the system of nonlinear stochastic differential equations and investigate properties of the solutions.
We present the momentum model in a differential form
, and considering   t C as a stochastic process [14, 15, 17, 18] .
The stochastic process is characterized by a stationary probability density function   Momentum model has the same symmetries and scaling transformations as conservation laws, and captures, within a pre-factor, asymptotic behaviors of the dynamics [3, 11, 12, [18] [19] [20] .
In the mixing regime with h L  , the system is reduced to the first-order nonlinear non-
It is also reduced to the second-order nonlinear non-homogeneous ordinary differential
To find the solutions for the equations, we apply the method of Lie groups [16] [17] [18] . . Under the transformation, the equation is modified to
; it is invariant under the scaling transformation at
. This leads to 
For the power-law solution, the exponent RM n is set by drag C , and whereas the pre-factor RM N depends on the integration constants and on deterministic (initial) conditions. The subscript emphasizes that dynamics is independent of acceleration g and is RM-type, Table 1 .
Similarly we can find solution for the associated homogeneous equation for the second-
. It can be solved by applying the separation of variables
. For the power-law solution, the exponent RM b is set by drag C , and whereas the pre-factor RM B depends on the integration constants and on deterministic (initial) conditions. The sub-script emphasizes that dynamics is independent of the acceleration g and is RM-type, Table 1 .
Sub-section 3.4 -RT-RM transition
General solutions for the first-order space-dependent and second-order time-dependent non-homogeneous differential equations are some functions of the asymptotic RT and RM-type solutions,
RT and RM type solutions should be coupled since these equations are nonlinear. A remarkable property is that in a broad parameter regime RT-type and RM-type dynamics are effectively de-coupled due to their distinct symmetries. Particularly, RT-type dynamics is invariant with respect to a scaling transformation, whereas RM-type dynamics is invariant with respect to a point group associated with the arbitrariness of time origin [16] [17] [18] . 
In these equations, the first terms are     
In these equations, the first terms are We study the effect of the span of scales of time t on our results. We set . Figure 1 presents the solution for a sample case 3   m . In Figure 1a , the amplitude h increases with time, whereas the velocity v , the system acceleration v  and the acceleration g decrease with time, in agreement with our theoretical results. The exponents of the power-laws of g and v  are the same, whereas the pre-factor of v  is smaller than that of g . Hence, properties of this asymptotic power-law solution are defined by the acceleration, and the dynamics is indeed driven by the acceleration and is RT-type, in agreement with our analytical results.
To determine if the numerically modeled solutions match the analytical solutions, and to evaluate sensitivity of the solutions to noise, we identify the exponent and the pre-factor of the . Figure 1b represents the values of the exponent and the pre-factor scaled with their corresponding analytical values. In these plots, an exact match between the numerical and analytical values corresponds to 1. As is seen from Figure 1b , the modeled exponent approaches the analytical value quickly, has smaller error throughout and fluctuates less than the pre-factor.
The pre-factor, while approaching the analytical value, is more sensitive to noise. Note that in RT-type mixing the solution exponent depends only on the acceleration exponent, whereas the solution pre-factor depends on the acceleration parameters and on the fluctuating drag C . This suggests that the solution exponent is a reliable quantity to diagnose.
Sub-section 4.4 -RM-type mixing
To model RM-type mixing with variable space-dependent acceleration, we consider the acceleration exponents   corresponding theoretical values. In RM-type mixing, both the modeled exponent and pre-factor approach their analytical values; the pre-factor retains the memory of the initial conditions. Note that in RM-type mixing the solution exponent and the solution pre-factor both depends on the (fluctuating) drag C , and the pre-factor also depends also on deterministic (initial) conditions. Hence, the solution exponent is a more reliable quantity to diagnose than a pre-factor. Sub-section 4.5 -Dimensionless invariant quantities in RT-type and RM-type mixing Table 3 .
Section 5 -Discussion
In this work, we analyzed self-similar Rayleigh-Taylor mixing induced by variable acceleration with power-law space-varying acceleration. We applied group theory and momentum model. Momentum model has the same symmetries and scaling transformations as the governing equations, and provides asymptotic solutions up to a constant. We performed a detailed study of deterministic and stochastic properties of RT dynamics. A broad range of parameters is investigated of the acceleration and of the stochastic process. To our knowledge, these results have not been obtained and discussed in details before. See Eqs. (1-9), Figures 1-3 , Tables 1-3. For self-similar RT mixing induced by space-varying power-law acceleration, there are two sub-regimes depending on the exponent of the acceleration power-law -Rayleigh-Taylor type mixing and Richtmyer-Meshkov type mixing. Self-similar RT-type mixing is described by a power-law solution, whose exponent is set by the acceleration exponent, and pre-factor -by the acceleration parameters and drag. Self-similar RM-type mixing is described by power-law solution independent of the acceleration parameters; its exponent is set by the drag, and pre-factor -by drag and by deterministic (initial) conditions. RT-RM transition occurs when the acceleration exponent approaches a critical value depending on the drag. While generally RT and RM type mixing are coupled, for acceleration exponents far from critical, the coupling is weak due to distinct symmetries of the solutions. We found explicit time and space dependence of solutions describing RT-type mixing and RM-type mixing and identified the range of acceleration exponents in which the amplitude is an increasing function of time, Eqs.(5-8). These theoretical benchmarks can be applied for a comparison with future experiments and simulations [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] , and can serve to better understand RT-relevant processes in nature and technology [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] .
We further studied the effect of fluctuations on RT-type mixing and RM-type mixing. We modeled the fluctuations by considering the drag as a stochastic process and found numerical solutions for the corresponding nonlinear stochastic differential equations. We performed a detailed study of parameters of the stochastic process, the span of scales and the number of trajectories on our numerical results, and identified the parameters' values at which the numerical results are statistically confident and simulations are computationally efficient. Our simulations achieve excellent agreement with the theory, find two sub-regimes of RT mixing with spacevarying acceleration, and identify dimensionless invariant quantities characterizing each subregime. See Figure 1 -Figure 3 and Table 1 -Table 3 . These benchmarks can serve for studies of statistical properties of RT mixing with space-varying acceleration in the future [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] .
In self-similar RT-type mixing, the exponent of the power-law solution is set by the acceleration exponent and is a reliable diagnostic parameter insensitive to fluctuations; the prefactor of the power-law solution depends on the drag and is more sensitive to fluctuations. These results are in excellent agreement with available observations [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . They encourage the development of new methods for accurate diagnostics of statistical properties of RT-type mixing.
See Figures 1-3, Tables 1-3 .
In self-similar RM-type mixing the exponent of the power-law solution is set by the fluctuating drag, whereas the pre-factor depends on the drag and on its fluctuations and on deterministic (initial) conditions. This dynamics is universal since the growth of RM-type mixing has the same power-law exponent independent of the acceleration exponents. The dynamics is also non-universal since the pre-factor of the power-law solution depends also on deterministic (initial) conditions. Our results indicate that in RM-type mixing the exponent of the power-law is still a better diagnostic than a pre-factor, whereas the spread of exponent values is linked to the properties of fluctuations. These results indicate the need in further advancement of experimental and numerical methods for studying RT and RM mixing [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . See Figures 1-3, Tables 1-3 .
While RT-type mixing and RM-type mixing are well differentiated by exponents of their power-law solutions, there is a need in additional quantities to characterize RT-type and RM-type mixing. This is because accurate quantification of power-laws requires substantial span of scales [37] , which are often a challenge to achieve in experiments and simulations, and because RT and RM mixing may co-exist when the acceleration exponent is close to the critical exponent.
According to our results, RT-type mixing and RM-type mixing, each, has its own dimensionless invariant quantity. Its value is a number on the order of unity in the proper sub-regime, and diverges otherwise. Hence, by measuring these dimensional quantities, one can identify the subregime of RT mixing and, furthermore, can evaluate the magnitude of the drag. These results can serve to better understand the broad range of RT-relevant processes in nature and technology [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] 18] . See Figures 1-3 , Tables 1-3. We consider space-varying acceleration for a broad range of acceleration parameters. In addition to critical exponent for transition from RT to RM-type mixing, there are other important particular cases. One such case is the exponent equals to 0. This case corresponds to classical RTI and RT mixing with constant acceleration. The other case is the exponent approaching negative infinity, which corresponds to classical RM mixing with impulsive acceleration. One more important case is the acceleration exponent equals to negative unity. This exponent value plays an important role in astrophysics, fusion, and nano-fabrication, since it is the limiting value for selfsimilar blast waves and impacts [18] . Moreover, at this exponent value the self-similar RT type mixing is free from the statistical unsteadiness since its dynamics is steady. See Eqs. (5) (6) (7) (8) .
To conclude, we analyzed the self-similar Rayleigh-Taylor mixing induced by power-law space-varying acceleration. Depending on the acceleration exponent, RT mixing can be RT-type or RM-type, with each sub-regime having its own characteristic solution and invariant quantity. 
